The Element Air UV stick light has updated features including our exclusive quick release lamp which allows for no tools lamp replacement. It comes standard with four mounting options right in the box, including the easy to install magnetic mount and multiple through plate mounting styles. The Element Air UV is priced very economically and provides UV light disinfection and protection to the AC coil surfaces from bacteria, virus, mold growth and odors. This results in a cleaner and more efficient energy-saving system.
ABOUT RGF®

ADVANCED OXIDATION
RGF has been a leader in Advanced Oxidation technology since 1985. Our Photohydroionization® process has been approved by federal agencies such as the USDA, FDA, and FSIS.

DESIGN
Our elite team of experts continuously develop award winning technologies and products. Custom 3D printers allow for rapid prototyping to streamline our engineering design process.

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
RGF Environmental is the leader in patented environmental sanitation, filtration and purification systems for air, food, and water.

LABORATORY
RGF maintains fully equipped electrical, mechanical, food, and wet labs onsite. These laboratories are at the core of our abilities to maintain a forward momentum in innovation.

MANUFACTURING
RGF is a vertical manufacturer. Our 106,000 square foot facility includes electrical and mechanical assembly, injection molding, plastic extrusion, laser cutting, welding, machining and general metal fabrication.

VALIDATION
RGF has licensed its technology to many Fortune 500 companies for use in the medical, hospitality, food service, agriculture, residential, commercial, marine, military and government industries. Over 3 million RGF PHI-cells® are in use worldwide.

R&D
Our research and development team collectively demonstrates experience with multiple disciplines around air, water & food purification system design and development.

CUSTOM APPLICATION & COMPONENTS
Engineering teams custom design systems for the air, food, water and marine industries. These award-winning technologies and products have caught worldwide attention.

INNOVATION
Since 1985 RGF has maintained a steady flow of developing many innovative environmental products. To this end, the company has been awarded many national design and innovation awards.

ENVISION
At 110 feet long, the "World’s First Environmentally Friendly Mega Yacht" serves as a working showroom for over 50 different RGF products.
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